
15 July, 2021 - A walk and talk on the “History and Wildlife of Hilsea 

Lines” 
 

 
 

Pete Roberts, the Countryside Officer for Portsmouth, gave us a fascinating tour of the 

fortifications and woodland of Hilsea Lines.  From Henry VIII’s time the need to protect the 

northern approach of Portsea Island was recognized and a series of banks, ditches and later, 

canon emplacements were constructed.  By 1859 the Hilsea Lines were made obsolete by 

the development of rifled artillery meaning that it was now possible for an enemy to occupy 

Portsdown Hill and fire on the naval base several miles away.  Building on the Hilsea Lines 

was scaled back and, instead, a series of Palmerston Forts were constructed on Portsdown 

Hill. 
 

 



 

Today those ancient fortifications that remain at Hilsea are the last full bastion line in the 

United Kingdom.  Much of the land around was sold off to build the airport, roads, housing 

and Hilsea Lido but there are still five Bastions in existence, some being used for various 

functions such as the WW1 Remembrance Centre or Rehearsal space. 

 

 
 

We focused on Bastion 3, walking up and along the vast embankments and seeing the brick 

constructed bombproof vaulted building where gun emplacements were located and basic 

living accommodation for the men was provided. 

 

       
 

Gunpowder was stored in a separate building and Pete described the clever engineering 

design of lead hinges ensuring that, if there was an explosion, the door would fall out top 

first and the blast funnelled up safely into the air.  The building is now used as bat and 

butterflies habitats. 

  



 

As nature has colonised the steep embankments it is now a green corridor of woodland 

separating Portsea Island from the mainland and is managed to encourage the native 

woodland species and provide leisure access. 

 

     
 

Pete is a great enthusiast for gentle management so that good paths keep the public off 

sensitive orchids and nesting areas but ensure people can fully enjoy this green gem. 
 

    
 

We learnt a lot about the elm and the ash and their differing responses to disease, saw holm 

oak and white poplar and gazed at the limpid moat now used for school group pond dipping. 



       
 

There is even a special Woodland School area where children can learn about the natural 

world around them and which includes a Druid ring where wedding ceremonies are often 

celebrated. 

 

 
 

It was a delightful leisurely afternoon made even more special by being one of the first 

opportunities to meet people we haven’t seen for a long time. 
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